
POINTE-À-CALLIÈRE

ACTIVITIES FOR DAYCARE CENTRES 2019 - 2020

FOR AGES 5 – 7

THE MARKETPLACE

WONDERFUL WATER!

ARCHAEO MISSION

COLLECTIONS MISSION

Let’s imagine Montréal in its early days, when everyone
met at the public market. Children play the roles of habitants, 
merchants, artisans and soldiers as they learn about one 
aspect of the saga of New France.

We’ve come a long way since people used to draw their
drinking water straight from the St. Lawrence and dump
their wastewater in the street! Water has a whole history 
of its own… Your campers will discover the ingenious ways 
Montrealers have managed this precious resource since the 
17th century while doing fun experiments with water. 
With our interactive workshops, water will no longer be 
a mystery to budding scientists!

A captivating mission awaits young participants in our 
new interactive space, featuring an urban dig site and an 
archaeology lab. To rise to the rank of apprentice-archaeologist, 
youngsters must tackle the challenges presented by their 
mission leader. They’ll have to do research, hone their observation 
skills, and put their manual dexterity to the test… just like 
professional archaeologists!

Enter Into the Wonder Room where science rubs elbows with 
the unusual and the marvelous. Featuring over 1,000 objects 
form the four corners of the earth, this exhibition introduces 
students to the fascinating world of collections and curiosity 
cabinets, highlighting their impact on knowledge development 
and the desire to decipher the world. Discover this magical 
and spectacular installation during an interactive and playful 
visit. Thrills and discoveries guaranteed!

FOR AGES 8 – 12

90 min. with the multimedia show

90 min.

90 min.

90 min. including a visit and scientific experiment

60 max.

60 max.

80 max.

60 max.

Activity for ages 8 – 12

Activity for ages 8 – 12

Activity for ages 8 – 12

Activity for ages 8 – 12
Until January 5, 2020

PIRATES OR PRIVATEERS?

An interactive experience that immerses youngsters into the 
world of the privateers,where they can put their physical and 
intellectual skills—as well as their imagination and team 
spirit—to the test. O’er the waves... to adventure!

Activity for ages 4 – 12

EUREKA!

What could be more exciting for children than to picture
themselves as explorers, in search of fascinating objects?
This workshop introduces them to archaeology. Like true
detectives, they head out looking for discoveries and ... Eureka!

Activity for ages 5 – 7

90 min. with the multimedia show 60 max.

TRIBAL GAMES

On your mark, get set… to your tribes! Follow the trail 
of the First Peoples who frequented Callière Point long
before Montréal was founded. The turtle, bear, and wolf 
tribes must demonstrate agility, cunning, and—above all—
exceptional team spirit to get through a harvest obstacle 
course, examine prehistoric tools, and become the central 
figures of a fascinating legend.

90 min. 60 max.

Activity for ages 5 – 7

90 min. with the multimedia show 60 max.
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STRANGE GHOSTS
OF POINTE-À-CALLIÈRE

WHO IS THE REAL SANTA CLAUS?

Making their way through the Museum’s archaeological remains, 
children take part in an interactive tour, hearing a tale filled 
with surprises that will immerse them in the imaginary world 
of the strange ghosts of Pointe-à-Callière. Take your students 
on an imaginative and offbeat adventure! An original narrative 
created by Simon Boulerice, nationally renowned author of 
children’s books.

Who is the real Santa Claus? Befana, the woman who slides 
down chimneys on January 6 to leave presents for children in 
Italy? Or St. Nicholas, the patron saint of schoolchildren and 
protector of children, well known in Europe? Could it be Lucy, 
who celebrates the return of light and prepares for Christmas 
in her own way? Or perhaps “our” own Santa, flying through 
the sky with his sleigh and reindeer, in his flashy red suit? 
This is the Museum’s special Christmas gift for youngsters 
visiting the remains! 

October 18 to 25, 29, 30, 31 and November 1st

From 9:30 am to 2:30 pm

November 29 to December 20 and Monday, December 16 
From 9:30 am to 2:30 pm

60 minutes or 90 minutes with workshop 
or multimedia show 60 minutes or 90 minutes with workshop 

or multimedia show

96 max.
120 max.

Reservations required – Price: $9 per child

For more information:
pacmusee.qc.ca/education

514 872-9127
reservations@pacmusee.qc.ca
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